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Chapterr 3 

Eventt analysis and simulation 

Forr the measurements of the beam flux and the differential cross-section, an event 
analysiss procedure is used, which reduces for each recorded event the large amount 
off  data from the different sub-detectors to a small number of relevant physics quanti-
ties.. The event analysis procedure is described in Section 3.1. The calibration of the 
calorimeterr is needed to assign an absolute energy to the hadronic shower in the event. 
Therefore,, the calorimeter has been exposed to various momentum-selected beams of 
pions.. The analysis of these data is discussed in Section 3.2. A model for the neutrino-
nucleonn structure functions and differential cross-section is introduced in Section 3.3. 
Itt serves to calculate various corrections which are applied to the measurements, and 
forr generating events with a fast Monte Carlo program, described in Section 3.4. 

3.11 Event analysis 

Eventss are analyzed with the computer program CHORAL [12], written in FOR-
TRANN 77. For this analysis, a new module, KRENIC (Kinematical REconstruction of 
Neutrinoo Interactions in the Calorimeter) has been developed and implemented into 
CHORAL. . 

Thee principal aim of this module is to determine the charge, momentum and di-
rectionn of the muon, the energy of the hadronic shower, and the coordinates of the 
interactionn vertex, in the most accurate and unbiased way. An example of a recon-
structedd event is shown in Figure 3.1. 
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Runn 8556 
Eventt 185 
0 9 / 0 6 / 98 8 
04:53:53 3 

11 — fj. event E„„  52.2 GeV 
yy .730 
xx .448 
Q22 32.1 GeV2 

W22 40.4 GeV2 

p„„ -14 .1 ( -12 .6 ) GeV 
susamm y2 '86 
12U2099 mrad 

36.66 + 1.6 = 38.2 GeV 
38.44 + 2.0 = 40.3 GeV 

Figuree 3.1: Example of a reconstructed neutrino interaction. The upper figure shows 
thee top-view, the lower figure the side-view. 
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3.1.11 Reconstruction of the muon trajectory, charge and mo-
mentum m 

Thee muon trajectory, charge, and momentum are reconstructed by two software mod-
ules,, SAMTRA and SuperSAMTRA. SAMTRA uses only hits in the drift chambers, 
whilee SuperSAMTRA uses also hits in the streamer tubes. In both modules the muon 
parameterss are determined at the upstream face of the spectrometer. In case both 
moduless reconstruct the same muon, the longest reconstructed trajectory is chosen, 
orr in case of equal length, the module yielding the lowest x2 f° r the momentum fit is 
selected. . 

Thee reconstruction efficiency of either module is about 90% for muons traversing 
alll  six magnets. The reconstruction efficiency of the two modules combined is 98-99% 
[13].. The muon momentum resolution is limited by multiple scattering, resulting in a 
resolutionn of about 12%. At high momentum the finite resolution of the drift chambers 
contributess another 5% per 100 GeV. 

Iff  a low-energy muon stops in the spectrometer and has its trajectory reconstructed 
byy SuperSAMTRA, the momentum is determined from the traversed range. In that 
casee the charge of the muon is still determined from its bending. 

3.1.22 Measurement of the energy deposit in the calorimeter 

Thee energy of the hadron shower is determined from the measured pulse heights of 
thee calorimeter PMTs, digitized with high-sensitivity and low-sensitivity ADCs. First, 
thee pedestals are subtracted from the raw ADC values. The pedestals have been 
determinedd for each ADC from the average of 20 events at the beginning of each run, 
recordedd in the inter-spill period, when no beam is incident on the detector. The 
valuess from the high-sensitivity ADC and the low-sensitivity ADC of the same PMT 
aree then compared. If the high-sensitivity value is at least four counts above its pedestal 
value,, this value is taken. However, if the high-sensitivity ADC value is close to its 
saturationn (around 210 counts), the pulse height is measured using the low-sensitivity 
ADC.. The conversion factors between the high- and the low-sensitivity ADCs have 
beenn determined at regular intervals for each PMT using neutrino data. 

Thee pulse height, expressed in ADC counts, is then multiplied by its equalization 
constant,, to correct for the differences between calorimeter modules, PMTs and ADCs. 
Thee equalization constants are chosen such that the result corresponds to the number 
off  MIPs, defined here as the typical energy deposit of a muon with a momentum of 
100 GeV. The equalization constants are determined at regular intervals using data of 
cosmicc muons which have been recorded during neutrino data taking. 

Usually,, the pulse heights are measured at both sides of a calorimeter module, and 
thee measurements are combined by taking the geometric average, to reduce the effect 
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off  light attenuation. For a small fraction of the modules, only one PMT signal is 
available,, either because the signal on the other side is below threshold or because of 
aa malfunctioning PMT or ADC. The signals from those modules are not corrected for 
lightt attenuation. 

Finally,, the pulse heights, expressed in MIP, are summed over all modules in a 
plane.. Since the EM planes have exactly half the thickness of the HAD1 planes, the 
signalss from two consecutive EM planes are summed. 

3.1.33 Measurement of the energy deposit in the spectrometer 

Thee calorimeter does not always contain the complete shower from the neutrino inter-
actionss in the calorimeter. Therefore, the scintillators in the first two magnets of the 
muonn spectrometer are used for calorimetry as well, adding 6.2 interaction lengths to 
thee calorimetric system. 

Thee material, geometry and read-out of the spectrometer scintillators differ sig-
nificantlyy from those of the calorimeter. Therefore, the corresponding MIP signals 
aree obtained with a different procedure. There is no need to subtract off-line the 
pedestals,, since they have already been subtracted on-line, using a running average. 
Thee spectrometer scintillators are affected by strong light attenuation, up to 80% for 
lightt produced at the end of a strip. Since the scintillator strips have been cut in 
thee middle and only the analog sum of the signals from both PMTs is digitized, it is 
nott possible to correct for light attenuation by taking the geometrical average of the 
signals.. Instead, the attenuation correction is calculated using the actual shape of the 
showerr measured in the perpendicular read-out projections upstream and downstream 
off  the plane. The attenuation parameters and the equalization constants have been 
determinedd for each scintillator strip separately using a large sample of cosmic muons, 
recordedd in the inter-spill, along with the neutrino data taking. 

3.1.44 Determination of the vertex position 

Thee longitudinal position of the interaction vertex is reconstructed to correct for the 
energyy loss of the muon, and to select neutrino interactions inside a volume of well 
understoodd and high reconstruction efficiency (the fiducial volume). The applied algo-
rithmm uses only the calorimeter scintillator signals. The longitudinal vertex position is 
definedd by the center of the most upstream of two consecutive planes that each contain 
att least one percent of the total energy deposited in the calorimeter. This algorithm is 
foundd to be robust and accurate enough for events with low hadronic activity as well 
ass for events with high hadronic activity. The transverse coordinate of the interaction 
vertexx is then found by extrapolating the reconstructed muon trajectory to the vertex 
plane. . 
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3.1.55 Muon energy loss 

Too calculate the muon momentum at the interaction vertex (p )̂ the momentum deter-
minedd at the upstream face of the spectrometer (pspec) is corrected for the energy loss 
fromm ionization in the calorimeter: 

PPfifi-Pspec+-Pspec+ dx coss Op' 
(3.1) ) 

wheree x is the amount of material from the center of the vertex plane to the upstream 
facee of the spectrometer, ^f |«m the energy loss from ionization per unit of surface den-
sityy (see Section 3.4.3), and 0M the angle between the muon and a vector normal to 
thee calorimeter planes. Energy loss due to bremsstrahlung and e+e~ pair production 
aree not corrected for event-by-event, because of the inherent strong fluctuations. In-
stead,, these processes are taken into account by modeling the effects in the MC (see 
Sectionn 3.4). 

3.1.66 Determination of the hadronic shower  volume 

Too minimize unnecessary fluctuations in the determination of the hadronic shower 
energy,, a part of the calorimeter and spectrometer is selected with a minimal volume 
butt large enough to contain the shower. The upstream border of the volume is one 
planee upstream of the reconstructed vertex position. It includes all planes up to a 
certainn number of interaction lengths downstream of the vertex. 

Thee containment of hadronic showers as a function of the length of the volume 
hass been studied using neutrino data, by evaluating the cumulative shower profiles as 
shownn in Figure 3.2. It can be seen from Figure 3.2 that the average penetration depth 
off  hadron showers increases with the shower energy. The number of interaction lengths 
x/Xix/Xi downstream of the vertex plane sufficient to contain 99% of the total shower 
energyy can be parameterized by: 

wheree a minimum of 4.0 interaction lengths is needed to contain the low-energy showers. 

Forr the final determination of Ehad, the signals Si of all planes in the shower volume 
aree summed. The energy deposit of the muon is then subtracted, taking into account 
thee energy dependence of the muon energy loss: 

^-Sqfr-g^ff 0^) ,, (3.3) 
wheree Ci are the calibration constants from MIP to GeV for the corresponding planes. 
Thee determination of these constants will be discussed in Section 3.2. 
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Figuree 3.2: Measured cumulative shower profiles using charged-current neutrino inter-
actions. . 

3.1.77 Stability of the calorimeter signals 

Duringg the running period of 1998, the calorimeter ADCs suffered from unstable 
pedestals,, which could affect the hadronic energy measurement. Therefore, the sta-
bilit yy of the ADCs has been studied for each run. 

Thee following method is used to detect and to correct for instabilities of the 
pedestals:: A pedestal value determined during a run that differs by more than 3 
countss from the value at the run-start, is considered a fluctuation. The maximum 
allowedd number of such fluctuations is set to 1% of the total number of pedestal events 
takenn during the run. If there are fewer than 300 pedestal events in a run, this max-
imumm is kept at 3. If the number of fluctuations exceeds this maximum, the ADC is 
flagged,flagged, and the signals of the corresponding PMT are ignored for this run. Since each 
calorimeterr module is read out at two sides, the energy deposit in the module is then 
obtainedd from the PMT at the other side. 

Thee stability of the signals from the calorimeter and the spectrometer is monitored 
run-by-runn in three steps: The stability of each module is monitored, the summed 
signall  of each plane is monitored and finally the total reconstructed hadronic energy 
iss monitored. For each module, the average signal per event, expressed in MIP, is 
evaluatedd for each run and compared to the average of all runs. Al l events taken with 
beamm on and passing the CACC trigger condition are used. To avoid instabilities due 
too statistical fluctuations, runs with less than 2000 events are rejected. The rejected 
runss correspond to less than 2% of the data. As an example, the results of a typical 
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runn are shown in Figure 3.3. The runs for which the energy deposit in a module differs 
byy more than 0.5 MIP from the average are rejected (less than 1% of the data). 

Thee average energy deposit per run in each plane is then calculated using events 
thatt satisfy the analysis cuts (see Section 4.2). Several runs were identified with ab-
normall  values in one or several planes of the spectrometer scintillators. These runs, 
correspondingg to about 10% of the data sample, have been rejected from the final 
analysis. . 

Finally,, the average of the total hadronic energy is evaluated per run and per set of 
tenn runs. The results are shown in Figure 3.4. The average of the hadronic energy seems 
too fluctuate during the running period. However, the amplitude of these fluctuations 
iss well within the 5% systematic uncertainty attributed to the hadronic energy scale 
(seee Section 4.5). 

3.1.88 Reconstruction of the kinematical variables 

Thee kinematical quantities used in this analysis are E„,  x, y and Q2. They are calcu-
latedd from the detector observables pM, 0  ̂and Ehad in the following way: 

EEuu = ptl + Ehad, (3.4) 

VV = ^ , (3.5) 

g22 = 4 ^M s i n2 ( i ^ ) , (3.6) 

QQ2 2 

2MNEhad 2MNEhad 

Forr the nucleon mass, Mjy, the average of the free proton mass, Mp, and the free 
neutronn mass, Mn, is taken: 

MMNN =  p *  n = 0.9389 GeV. (3.8) 

3.22 Calibratio n of the calorimeter 

Forr the determination of the absolute calibration of the hadronic shower energy, the 
calorimeterr system has been exposed to beams of momentum-selected pions. In this, 
hadronicc showers from inelastic pion interactions are assumed to yield a similar response 
ass hadronic showers from neutrino interactions. Since the calibration is used for the 
analysiss of neutrino interactions, which have a different longitudinal vertex distribution 
thann pion interactions, special attention is payed to the dependence of the calibration 
onn the position of the interaction vertex. 
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runn 8556 

EMM plane 1 EM plane 2 EM plane 3 EM plane 4 

HAD11 plane 1 HAD1 plane 2 HAD1 plane 3 HAD1 plane 4 HAD1 plane 5 

HAD22 plane 1 HAD2 plane 2 HAD2 plane 3 HAD2 plane 4 HAD2 plane 5 

SPECC plane 1 SPEC plane 2 SPEC plane 3 SPEC plane 4 

SPECC plane 5 SPEC plane 6 SPEC plane 7 SPEC plane 8 

Figuree 3.3: Average pulse height in MIP per module of one example run (thick line) 
andd the average of all neutrino runs (hatched area). 
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runn number 
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Figuree 3.4: Averages per run (thin error bars) and per ten runs (open circles) of the 
hadronicc shower energy for neutrino data (upper two plots) and anti-neutrino data 
(lowerr two plots). 

3.2.11 The pion beam data 

Duringg the five years of data taking, several pion beam exposures have been taken. The 
exposuree of 1998 is used here because it has a large number of recorded interactions, 
thee calorimeter was in its nominal position, and it is in time closest to the neutrino 
exposuree used in this analysis. Pions with nominal energies of 8, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 28 
GeVV are used. The exposures at lower energies are not considered here, since the data 
containn few events and have a high background from electrons. 

3.2.22 Distributions of the interaction vertices 

Thee vertex algorithm used for the pion interactions is slightly different from that used 
forr neutrino interactions, because the incident pion produces a signal with an average 
valuee of about one MIP upstream of the interaction vertex. Therefore, the vertex plane 
iss defined as the most upstream of two consecutive planes with an energy deposit of 
att least 4 MIP. Electron and muon induced events are easily identified and rejected: 
electronss are always reconstructed in the first plane of the calorimeter and muons have 
noo interaction vertex. 

Thee obtained vertex distributions are shown in Figure 3.5. The solid line is a 
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fitfit  of an exponential function to the data. The first plane has been excluded from 
thee fit. The first parameter (PI) corresponds to the normalization and the second 
parameterr (P2) to the exponential slope. It can be seen from Figure 3.5 that the 
absolutee value of P2 is about 20% smaller than one. A possible explanation is that the 
nuclearr interaction length is defined for nucleons, while the pion-nucleon cross-section 
iss smaller than the nucleon-micleon cross-section [14]. It can also be seen in Figure 3.5 
thatt the absolute value of P2 decreases with the beam energy. This indicates that, 
betweenn 8 and 28 GeV, the inelastic cross-section for pions on lead decreases slightly 
withh the energy, consistent with measurements on deuterium [14]. 

3.2.33 Determination of the calibration constants and the res-
olution n 

Thee energy of the pion shower is determined by the weighted sum of the signals in 
thee shower volume. The same definition of the shower volume is used as that for 
neutrinoo interactions (see Section 3.1.6). In this sum, the calibration constants convert 
thee signals from MIP to GeV. These constants are determined separately for the EM, 
HAD11 and HAD2 sections of the calorimeter and for the spectrometer by varying them 
untill  the measured energies match the nominal beam energies. The result is a set of 
fourr calibration constants that give an unbiased energy measurement for the different 
showerr energies and for the different vertex positions. 

Forr the determination of the calibration constants, Gaussian functions are fit  to 
thee distributions of the measured shower energies for the different beam energies and 
thee different vertex positions. The results are shown in Figure 3.6. The solid line 
referss to the nominal beam setting, corrected for a 150  50 MeV energy loss upstream 
off  the calorimeter and the additional energy loss in the calorimeter upstream of the 
interactionn vertex. As can be seen from Figure 3.6, it is not possible to match the 
measuredd shower energy to the nominal beam energy for all vertex positions. However, 
forr interactions in planes 2-7, the measured energy is well within the 5% systematic 
uncertaintyy attributed to the hadronic energy scale These planes to the fiducial volume 
off  the neutrino data (see Section 4.2). 

Inn Table 3.1, the calibration constants are compared to those of the standard 
CHORUSS calibration [15], where the spectrometer scintillators are not used, instead 
containedd events are selected. The ratio of the EM, HAD1, HAD2 response is not 
determinedd by reconstructing the interaction vertex position, but by comparing the 
fractionall  energy deposit it the different sectors. 

Thee resolution of the measurement of the shower energy is determined by the width 
off  the Gaussian fit. The results are shown in Figure 3.7. The resolution for interac-
tionss downstream in the calorimeter is not as good as for interactions upstream in the 
calorimeter,, because a larger fraction of the energy is deposited in the spectrometer 
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Figuree 3.5: Distributions of the interaction vertices of the test beam pions for six 
momentumm settings. The solid lines are exponential fits to the data (see text). 
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EM M 
HADl l 
HAD2 2 
SPEC C 

this s 
calibration n 
0.1422 GeV 
0.1422 GeV 
0.1900 GeV 
0.3144 GeV 

standard d 
calibration n 
0.1200 GeV 
0.1411 GeV 
0.1988 GeV 

Tablee 3.1: Conversion factors from MIP to GeV obtained with the calibration described 
heree and with the standard CHORUS calibration. 

scintillators.. The resolution can be parameterized reasonably well as: 

0~(Ehad) 0~(Ehad) 

vEh< vEh< ad ad 
== 0.40 8 0.05(vertex plane - 1). (3.9) ) 

3.33 The cross-section model 

AA detailed model of the charged-current neutrino-nucleon differential cross-section has 
beenn developed. This model is used for the generation of MC events and for several 
correctionss applied to the data. In this section the details of the implementation are 
described. . 

3.3.11 Parton distributio n functions 

Severall  sets of parton distributions have been published [16, 17, 18], which describe 
aa large set of experimental data. These distributions correspond to the momentum 
weightedd probability distributions of the partons in a proton, as a function of £, the 
fractionall  four-momentum carried by the parton and fi2, the factorization scale. For 
neutrino-nucleonn scattering, /x2 is determined by the square of the transfered four-
momentum,, Q2. The parton distributions used in this model are the valence quark 
distributionss uv and dv and the sea quark distributions u3, dSi ss and c3. The quark 
andd anti-quark distributions are obtained as follows: 

qq - qv + qs, 

qq = qa-

(3.10) ) 

(3-11) ) 

Thee parton distributions of the neutron are obtained by interchanging the distributions 
off  u with d and ü with d. 

Thee parton distribution set used in this model is that of GRV94LO [16]. This set 
hass been selected because it is valid in leading order QCD and it is defined down to 
QQ22 values of 0.4 GeV2. In Figure 3.8, the corresponding parton distribution functions 
aree shown as a function of £. The Q2 dependence is also shown. 
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Figuree 3.7: Measured resolution of the calorimeter system for hadronic showers. The 
solidd line refers to the parameterization of Equation 3.9. 
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Figuree 3.8: GRV94 leading order parton distributions of the proton. The plot on 
thee left shows the £ distribution at Q2 = 10 GeV2. The plot on the right shows 
thee Q2 dependence of the total quark density. The dashed line indicates the low Q2 

extrapolationn described in the text. 

Inn this analysis, structure functions at Q2 values below 0.4 GeV2 are needed. There-
fore,, the parton distributions are extrapolated linearly in \n(Q2). This extrapolation 
iss indicated by the dashed line in Figure 3.8. 

3.3.22 Structure functions 

Inn leading order QCD, the parton distribution functions translate directly to the struc-
turee functions 2xFi, F2, and xF3, and 2xFi =F2, according to the Callan-Gross relation. 
However,, in the kinematic domain of this analysis, the measured values of R = OI/OT 

aree significantly different from zero [19], indicating a violation of the Callan-Gross re-
lation.. This, however, introduces an ambiguity in leading order models, since it is not 
definedd which of the structure functions should maintain a direct relation to the parton 
distributionn functions and which should be modified according to R. In this model, 
thee approach used in Ref [20] is chosen: 

2xF{2xF{ = 2(d + TL + s + c), 

2xFf2xFf = 2(d + u + s + c)) 
11 4- R 

F?"F?" = 2sFf 

xf% xf% 
1 + 4 M ^2 / Q2 ' ' 

2(dd — ü + s — c), 

(3.12) ) 

(3.13) ) 

(3.14) ) 

(3.15) ) 
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Figuree 3.9: Parameterization of R(x, Q2 

xF%xF% = 2(-d + u-s + c). 

Thee parameterization of R(x, Q2) is taken from a fit to the world data[19]: 

R(x,QR(x,Q22)) = 
0.0635 5 

ln(Q2/0.22)( ( (x,Q(x,Q22)) + 
0.5747 7 0.3534 4 

with h 

9{x,Q9{x,Q2 2 11 + 12-
QQ2 2 

QQ22 Q4 + 0.32' 

0.1252 2 

(3.16) ) 

(3.17) ) 

(3.18) ) 
'Q22 + l 0.1252 + x2 ' 

wheree Q2 is expressed in GeV2. This parameterization is based on measurements of R 
withh Q2 larger than 1.0 GeV2. For lower values of Q2, R is assumed to be constant. 
Thee resulting parameterization is shown in Figure 3.9. 

Targett mass effects are taken into account by evaluating the parton distributions 
nott at x, but at the Nachtmann variable £ [21]: 

2x 2x 

ll  + v / l + 4M2
rx

2/Q2 ' 
(3.19) ) 

Att high Q2 (Q2 » Mff), £ equals x, as expected. 

Charmm quarks can be produced in charged-current interactions with d or s quarks. 
Duee to the large mass of the charm quark, the cross-section for this process is suppressed 
att low energies. This is taken into account by dividing the structure functions in a 
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charmm producing part and a non charm producing part. The charm producing part is 
obtainedd from Equations 3.12 - 3.16 with the following substitutions: 

d,dd,d - IVdpd.a, (3.20) 
u,üu,ü -  0, (3.21) 

MM -> |K*|2M, (3.22) 

c,üü -*> 0. (3.23) 

Thee non charm producing part is obtained with the following substitution: 

d,dd,d -> |Vyad,3, (3.24) 
s,ss -  |K,|25,s, (3.25) 

wheree the values of the CKM elements are taken from a global fit, assuming 3 quark 
generationss and unitarity [22]. For the charm producing part of the structure functions, 
thee parton distribution functions are evaluated at a modified momentum fraction £': 

£'' = 2x = 2 _ , (3.26) 

i+fi+W(}+W) i+fi+W(}+W) 
wheree Mc is the mass of the charm quark. Its value is taken to be 1.31 GeV. This value 
correspondss to that obtained in a leading order QCD analysis of dimuon events [23]. 
Inn Figure 3.10, the fraction of events with a charm quark in the final state is plotted 
ass a function of the neutrino energy both with and without the charm quark mass 
suppression. . 

Thee structure functions discussed so far refer to free protons and neutrons. However, 
significantt nuclear effects have been observed in charged lepton scattering. Therefore, 
thee structure functions are multiplied by a nuclear correction according to the param-
eterizationn of Ref [24]. The parameterization for carbon, iron, and lead are shown in 
Figuree 3.11. The nuclear correction used is a function of x only and is applied in the 
samee way to all structure functions. 

3.3.33 Radiative corrections 

Iff  only a W boson is exchanged between the neutrino and the target nucleon, the cross-
sectionn is related directly to the structure functions according to Equation 1.10. How-
ever,, the differential cross-section is significantly modified due to radiative processes. 
Thee modified cross-section can be calculated following the scheme of Bardin [25]. In 
this,, both diagrams shown in Figure 3.12 are taken into account. The calculation is 
madee for a grid in E„,  xy and y; values in between the grid points are obtained using a 
linearr interpolation. The ratio of the corrected cross-section and the bare cross-section 
iss shown in Figure 3.13 for a neutrino energy of 50 GeV. Radiative effects modify 
significantlyy both the x and the y dependence of the differential cross-section. 
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Figuree 3.10: Fraction of events with a charm quark in the final state as a function 
off  the neutrino energy for neutrinos (left) and anti-neutrinos (right) on an isoscalar 
target.. The solid line corresponds to Mc = 1.31 GeV, the dashed line to Mc = 0. 

Figuree 3.11: Parameterization of cross-section ratio RnUCi as a function of x for lead 
(Pb),, iron (Fe) and carbon (C). 
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Figuree 3.12: Diagrams of the radiative corrections considered in the scheme of Bardin. 

3.3.44 Phenomenological correction 

Thee resulting model for the differential cross-section has two problems. When the 
differentiall  cross-section is integrated over the kinematically allowed range of x and y, 
thee resulting total neutrino-nucleon cross-section at low Ev differs significantly from 
thee measured values. Secondly, the parton distribution functions are unreliable at low 
QQ22,, since they are based on measurements at high Q2 and are extrapolated to low Q2 

usingg perturbative QCD, without taking into account non-perturbative effects. 

Bothh drawbacks can be overcome by applying a phenomenological correction to 
thee structure functions. In Figure 3.14, the ratio of the differential cross-section as 
measuredd in a first iteration and the unmodified model is shown as a function of x and 
QQ22.. The ratio is reasonably well described by the following parameterization: 

p(x,p(x, Q2) = 1 - 0.5 ( l - £-) , — U . (3.27) 

Thiss parameterization is applied as a multiplicative factor to the structure functions 
off  the model, used in the second and final iteration of the analysis. 

3.44 The Monte Carlo simulation 

Too correct for the detector acceptance and resolution, a fast Monte Carlo (MC) simu-
lationn has been developed. Knowledge of the following is required for the simulation: 

 The energy spectra and radial distributions of neutrinos and anti-neutrinos in all 
beamm modes. 

 A model of the neutrino-nucleon and anti-neutrino-nucleon differential cross-
section. . 

 The response of the detector. 
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Figuree 3.13: Ratio of the cross-section including radiative processes and the bare cross-
sectionn at Ev = 50GeV, as a function of x and y. The solid line refers to neutrinos, 
thee dashed line to anti-neutrinos. 
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Figuree 3.14: Ratio between the measured differential cross-section and that calculated 
withh the model. The solid symbols refer to neutrino data, the open symbols to anti-
neutrinoo data. The curve is the parameterization of Equation 3.27. 
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Threee MC samples have been produced, corresponding to the data taken in neutrino 
mode,, anti-neutrino mode and unfocused mode. Each MC sample corresponds to 5*  1019 

protonss on target, which is more than a factor of 10 larger than the real data samples. 

3.4.11 Event generation 

Thee MC events are generated according to the following procedure: 

 The position of the interaction vertex is generated randomly according to a uni-
formm probability distribution in a fixed volume. This volume corresponds to 
thee fiducial volume used in the analysis, enlarged transversally by 20 cm and 
longitudinallyy by one plane, to allow smearing into the fiducial volume. 

 The density of the detector at the generated vertex position is compared to a 
randomm number, generated uniformly between zero and the maximum density of 
thee calorimeter. If the density is smaller than this number, the event is rejected 
andd the procedure is restarted. 

 The neutrino type is generated, with an equal chance to generate a neutrino or an 
anti-neutrinoo and the energy of the neutrino is generated according to a uniform 
distributionn between 5 and 300 GeV. 

 The beam flux at the generated neutrino energy is compared to a random number 
generatedd uniformly between zero and the maximum value of the beam flux. If 
thee flux is smaller than this number, the event is rejected and the procedure is 
restarted. . 

 The radial vertex function ƒ (E, r) (see Section 3.4.2) is compared to a random 
numberr generated uniformly between zero and the maximum value of the radial 
function.. If the radial function is smaller than this number, the event is rejected 
andd the procedure is restarted. 

 The kinematic variables x and y are generated uniformly between 0 and 1. 

 The differential cross-section is compared to a random number generated uni-
formlyy between zero and the maximum value of the differential cross-section. If 
thee differential cross-section is smaller than this number, the event is rejected 
andd the procedure is restarted. 

Thiss way, MC events are generated according to the expected vertex distribution, the 
measuredd neutrino energy spectrum, and the differential cross-section of the model. 
Thee kinematic variables are then smeared according to the resolution of the detec-
tor.. Events are labeled 'reconstructed' or 'not reconstructed' according to the muon 
reconstructionn efficiency. 
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3.4.22 The beam flux 

Inn the first iteration, the MC events are generated according to the energy spectrum of 
thee beam simulation GBEAM2000 (see Section 4.6). This simulation gives predictions 
off  the beam flux of both neutrino types in all beam modes. In later iterations, the 
measuredd beam spectra are used. It should be noted that smooth beam spectra are 
requiredd for the event generation, while the measured and simulated spectra have been 
determinedd for a discrete number of energy bins. Therefore, both the measured and 
thee simulated beam spectra are fit to the following parameterization: 

*(£ )) = expfo - - - f ) + exp(p4 - - - £ ) . (3-28) 

Thee two terms in this parameterization reflect the composite nature of the neutrino 
beam:: one component from pion decay and another from kaon decay. 

Thee measured transverse vertex distribution is in agreement with that of GBEAM 
(seee Section 4.8). It depends only on E and r, the radial distance between the interac-
tionn vertex and and the central beam axis. Therefore, the two-dimensional beam flux 
$(E,$(E, r) can be expressed as a surface-integrated flux $(£), determined from data, and 
aa radial function f(E>r), determined from GBEAM: 

*{E,r)*{E,r)  = *(E)f(Etr) t (3.29) 

with h 
Jf{E,r)dA=\,Jf{E,r)dA=\, (3.30) 

wheree the integration runs over the transverse projection of the fiducial volume. The 
radiall  function ƒ (E, r) is determined from GBEAM by making a histogram of simulated 
neutrinoss in bins of E (bin size 5 GeV) and r2 (bin size 0.1 m2). 

3.4.33 Muon propagation 

Inn the simulation, the muon is propagated through the calorimeter and the spectrome-
terr magnets. Three effects are taken into account: energy loss, multiple scattering and 
bending. . 

Energyy loss 

Thee average ei 
too the Bethe-Bloch equation: 
Thee average energy loss due to ionization, ^ I , is calculated plane-by-plane according 

&E_ &E_ 
dx dx 

- K Z l l 11 2mec
2l32y2Tmax 2 6 

22 P P 2 
(3.31) ) 
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Figuree 3.15: Ionization and radiative energy loss of muons in lead and iron. 

wheree K = j££ -3-3 = 0.307 MeVg_1cm2, Z and A the atomic number and the atomic 
47r€Q7nec'!! ° ' 

masss of the traversed medium, me the electron mass, Tmax the maximum transferable 
energyy to an electron, I the mean excitation energy of the atom and 6/2 a correction for 
thee density effect. The mean excitation energy is taken from Ref [26], which calculates 
2866 eV for iron and 823 eV for lead. A parameterization for the density effect is taken 
fromm the same reference. The maximum transferable energy can be expressed as: 

TT = 
J-- max 

2m2meecc22l3l322j j 22 fl2^,2 

11 + 27?ne/mM + {me/mlx)'
1 (3.32) ) 

wheree m  ̂ is the muon mass. 

Att high energy, muons can loose large amounts of energy due to bremsstrahlung 
andd e+e~ pair production, collectively called radiative energy loss. While the ioniza-
tionn energy loss increases approximately logarithmically with the energy, the average 
radiativee energy loss increases linearly with the energy. At the so-called critical en-
ergy,, Ec, the average energy loss due to radiation equals that due to ionization. A 
parameterizationn of the critical energy is given in Ref [27]: 

EEr r 
62244 GeV 

(ZZ + 2.05)0876' 
(3.33) ) 

whichh yields a value of 335.5 GeV for iron (Z=26) and 128.3 GeV for lead (Z=82). 

Thee average energy loss for muons in iron and lead are shown in Figure 3.15. The 
energyy loss due to ionization fluctuates little, the radiative part of the energy loss 
fluctuatesfluctuates strongly. Following the prescription in Ref [27], the radiative energy loss 
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iss modeled as 60% from to pair production with a v 2>5 dependence and 40% from 
bremsstrahlungg with a 1/v dependence, where v is the fractional energy loss. 

Multipl ee scattering 

Whenn propagating the muon through the calorimeter and the spectrometer, multiple 
scatteringg is taken into account using the prescription of Ref [27]. In each plane, 
thee muon changes direction in both transverse coordinates independently according to 
Gaussiann distributions with a standard deviation of 

9o9o = ^ £ ^ , (3.34) 
p^/GeVV  v 

wheree x is the thickness of the plane and XQ the radiation length of the traversed 
material.. Following Ref [28], the spread of 60 has been increased by a factor [1 + 
0.0388 ]n(x/x0)]  where x is now the thickness of the whole calorimeter or spectrometer, 
andd the multiple scattering angle in lead is increased by another 8%, and in iron by 
3%. . 

Magneticc bending 

Muonss of the 'wrong' polarity are defocused in the muon spectrometer and have a 
highh probability to leave the muon spectrometer before having traversed all magnets. 
Thiss has a non-negligible effect on the acceptance and on the momentum resolution. 
Thereforee the muon bending in the magnetic field of the spectrometer is taken into 
account,, assuming a constant toroidal field of 1.7 Tesla. 

3.4.44 Simulation of the spectrometer  response 

Forr muons penetrating all six magnets, the efficiency of the muon reconstruction is set 
too 98.5%. This number has been determined from a detailed detector simulation [29] 
andd is consistent with an eye-scan of neutrino data. For muons where the number of 
traversedd magnets Nmag is less than the maximum (6), the efficiency can be parame-
terizedd as: 

eeapecapec = [98.5 - (6 - JV^)2] %. (3.35) 

Forr the range measurement, which needs the muon trajectory to be reconstructed by 
SuperSAMTRA,, the maximum efficiency is 90% and the dependence on Nmog is the 
same. . 

Thee momentum resolution for muons traversing all six magnets has been measured 
withh muon beams and studied with detailed simulations [13] based on GEANT [30]. 
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Thee degradation of the momentum resolution for muons that do not traverse all mag-
netss is taken into account, using the following parameterization: 

'<p; 1>-p;'(i*e ï i^-«)^ .. <3-36> 

wheree the first term between the parentheses is due to the contribution from multiple 
scatteringg and the second term is due to the contribution from the finite resolution of 
thee detector. 

Thee resolution of the muon direction at the vertex is dominated by the multiple 
scatteringg in the lead of the calorimeter. It has a small contribution from the intrinsic 
resolutionn of the muon spectrometer. A GEANT simulation of neutrino interactions 
inn the calorimeter [29] showed that the direction resolution can be described with the 
parameterizationn [0.8 + 15GeV/pM]mrad for each projection. Non-Gaussian tails in 
thee direction resolution have been observed in the simulation. Therefore, the direction 
resolutionn of the muon spectrometer has been degraded by a factor 5 for 15% of the 
events,, consistent with these observations. 

3.4.55 Simulation of the calorimeter  response 

Threee effects are taken into account for the calorimeter response: the intrinsic resolu-
tion,, the subtraction of the energy deposited by the muon, and the ADC saturation. 

Forr the intrinsic resolution of the calorimeter system the parameterization of Equa-
tionn 3.9 is used. 

Althoughh the actual muon energy loss fluctuates little, the detected energy deposit 
fluctuatesfluctuates significantly. Therefore, the muon energy loss in each plane is calculated 
accordingg to Equation 3.31. It is then smeared according to a Poisson distribution 
withh an RMS of half the average value. Summing over all planes, the smearing of the 
hadronicc energy due to the fluctuations of the energy deposit of the muon amounts to 
aboutt 0.5 GeV. 

Thee low-sensitivity ADCs of the modules in the HAD1 section saturate if more than 
aboutt 15 GeV is deposited in a single module. Neutral pions, produced at the vertex 
off  a neutrino interaction, decay instantaneously to two photons and have their energy 
depositedd in a few calorimeter modules. This may cause saturation in particular for 
high-energyy showers. 

Thiss effect is modeled in the MC in the following way: first, the electro-magnetic 
fractionn of the hadronic shower energy is generated according to a Poisson distribution 
withh an average of 0.3 and an RMS of 0.1. The longitudinal profile of this shower 
iss then generated according to the prescription of Ref [27]. The energy deposit of the 
showerr is evaluated in the vertex plane and in the two planes downstream of the vertex. 
Thee resulting signal is evaluated at both sides of the module, taking into account the 
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Figuree 3.16: Left: Fraction of events with single and double ADC saturation as a 
functionn of the shower energy. Right: Fraction of the energy lost due to saturation, as 
aa function of the shower energy. 

lightt attenuation. Saturation can occur at only one side (single saturation) or at both 
sidess (double saturation). 

Inn Figure 3.16, the fraction of events with a single and double ADC saturation is 
shownn as a function of the measured shower energy for both neutrino data and for 
aa MC sample. It can be seen that the measured fraction is reasonably described by 
thee MC. Therefore, the average fraction of the shower energy lost due to saturation 
iss calculated using the MC sample. This fraction is shown on the right hand side of 
Figuree 3.16. Using a cut of Ehad < 100 GeV, the effect of ADC saturation is less than 
8%.. The possible error on this estimation is therefore well below the 5% systematic 
uncertaintyy on the hadronic energy scale. 
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